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“ I could watch Kreepy at work 
all day.... sometimes i do!”



Ultra Marathon
with Silicon Technology

A Proven Performer

The Junior  
Marathon

Top of the Range 

Marathon Top of the range Marathon and Ultra Marathon 
make your life easy by keeping freeform concrete pools with 
plaster or pebble finishes and most fibreglass and vinyl liner 
pools sparkling with no work or fuss.

You can relax as they remove leaves and floating debris too with 
“AutoSkim” standard with both models.

Plus, you’ll enjoy the total peace of mind of a 10 Year 
Guarantee on the single working part – the unique Kreepy 
Krauly flow valve – and a 2 Year System Warranty.

Ultra Marathon Life’s more fun for longer with  
Ultra Marathon’s advanced silicon suction seal for an even 
longer working life, a special roller bumper strap and a  
3 Year System Warranty. 

Conquest This is the economy version of Marathon. Although 
it’s very easy on your pocket, Conquest is also a proven 
performer over many years in all types of pools. It features 
unique wings in place of the Marathon scoop – and these 
efficiently draw submerged leaves and debris through the 
cleaner and into the skimmer basket. 2 Year System Warranty.

Kadet  It may have a compact design for smaller freeform 
concrete, vinyl liner and some fibreglass pools – but it’s fun to 
see that this junior version of the Marathon is still mighty big on 
performance. It offers the same efficient Kreepy Krauly 4-way 
cleaning action and a 2 Year System Warranty.

Lie back and watch – as Kreepy vacuums underwater pool surfaces and 
removes submerged sand, leaves and debris, the unique AutoSkim valve 
and vacuum plate combination delivers powerful full surface skimming 
that whisks away all floating leaves and debris. All genuine Kreepy Krauly 
models include Autoskim with the complete system.

Life’s More Fun when you have The Best  
Automatic Pool Cleaning System in the World


